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Week 0

TEXT PASSAGES

Deﬁnitions and
Parameters of Collage

Memory

Video Games

Atmosphere

Rendell, Jane. "Fragments of the Imagination". The
Architectural Review (July-Aug. 2021). p.66-71.

Representation Pre-Research
- "...[A]llegory as a four-part
schema that involves: ﬁrst, the
isolation and removal of a
fragment from its context;
second, the combination of
fragments to create a new
meanings; third, the
interpretation of the allegorist's
gaze as melancholic - as one that
draws 'life' out of the objects
assembled; and ﬁnally, an
understanding of allegory as a
representation of history in
decline rather than progress" (67).
-"any aesthetic process of
fragment arrangement" (67).
- politicise aesthetics (69)
- "trans-programming placing two
programmes not normally
associated with each other next to
one another; and
disprogramming positioning two
function together so that one
could potentially undo the other"
(69).
- "perform, rather than explain, an
argument" (69).

Schedule

Finish Individual Concept Boards/Webs by Sunday 9/12

GROUP MEETING 11 a.m. SUNDAY 9/12

Lineweight Key for
Strength of Connection

Info
Individual Conceptboards should primarily be text

Loose/possible connection

Secondary Connection

Images and Text Snippets will be referenced but be in their own catalog oﬀ to the left

Direct/Primary Connection

Link Individual Concept Boards to Create Larger Web thru Sunday evening
Label Images by M1, M2, etc. (for Memory); V1, V2, etc. (for Video Games); A1, A2, etc. (for Atmosphere)
and then include short captions oﬀ to the side

Family Groups

Contemplation

Make ALL text 120 pt!!! We will paste in a larger title for "Representation" later

Working with Ximeng Luo, Luis Lopez, Xiaohan Mou,
Coumba Kante, Emmei Gootnick, Katrina Abad, and
Karen Chow, our group researched representation and
its historical and syntactical connections.

"Procession to
Calvary" (1564)

"M5"

Displacement

Francesco
Colonna

Projection

"M14"

Reincarnation

Reality

Sensorial

Life

Emotional Response
Emotional
Range

Sand

“Charles claims that when visiting
an architectural site he would
take three kinds of photographs
for the architect and general view
with the aspect and precision of a
geometric elevation for the
sculpture close-up views of the
most interesting details and for
the painter a picturesque view
capturing the imposing effect and
poetic charm of the monument”
(30).

Documentation

Photogrammetry

Reﬂection

Valorization
of Outcome

Immersion

Gestalt

Equity

Mediated
Asset
Catalog

Emotion
Irrational

Intervention

Shift

Provocative

Contribution
Inﬂuence

"If the emotion is mild, so is the
architecture. If the emotion is
great, the architecture is great. If
there is no emotion, there is no
Architecture; there is only
building" (10).

Play

Spatial
Pay-to-Play

Convergence

Level Design

Reward
Proxemics

Character
Design

Inclusion

Platform

Sandbox

Motion Capture

Intimacy

Harbison, Robert. 1977. Eccentric Spaces.
1st ed. New York: Knopf.

Maze

Sandbox

Urban
Public

TPS and FPS

Problem Solving

Asset
Reusability

Acceptance

1st and 3rd
Person

Space War

Society
Manipulation

Magic Circle

Player
Attachment to
Outcome

Texture Mapping
Psychology

Convey

Photographs
Camera

Existentialism

Invoke

Exploitation

Digital
Editing

Streaming

Sensation

Raskin, Eugene. 1966. Architecturally Speaking. New
York: Bloch Publishing Company.
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Player vs.
Spectator

Story
Telling

Participation

Synthesthesia

"In this context, the potency of a
motif, even an image, depends on
the recognition it stirs in
audiences, IF such visual
structures earn a picture great
acceptance, we may speak of it as
an icon. Such a representation
can depict a speciﬁc moment" (8).

Role Play

Printing

Digital

Negotiable
Consequences

Karen Chow + Katrina Abad

Senses

Discovery

Vacuu-Forming

Clay

Sequencing

Sense of Time

Window Panes

Glass
Plastics

Counter
Narratives

"M4"
"M9"
Evolution

“But excepting those limitations
we can still see in the early history
architectural photography to
basic principles ﬁrst that modes
of representation are not
signiﬁcantly altered when new
techniques are discovered but
that they perpetuate pre-existing
conventions and second that
representation itself is not a
reﬂection of some reality in the
world about us but as a means of
casting onto that world a concept
or unconscious sense of what
reality is” (34-35).

"In dreams, a place often changes
an different things happen
simultaneously. In this sense,
places are placeless and time is
timeless. The same is true for
memory whose starting point is
seldom the beginning of a
narration" (7).

Motif

Narratives

"M1"

"M3"

Icon
Index
Symbol

Concrete

Plaster

Metaphor

Appropriation

Temporal
Traces

“The programmes launched to
document particular aspects of
each countries architecture
underscored the nationalistic
tendencies of the time. Subjects
were chosen perhaps subliminally
to reinforce a particular
conception of the signiﬁcance of
certain periods of the past” (31).

"The English word 'memory' has
two different meanings. The ﬁrst
meaning concentrates on
preservation of the past, with
memory storing bygone events.
The second meaning describes
the actual act of remembering,
the approach to the reservoir of
memory" (6).

Allegorizing

Palimpsest

Naturalizing

Juxtaposition

Supergraphics

Sense of Place

Chanin, Cliﬀord and Sidney Mishkin Gallery. 2002. In
Memory: The Art of Afterward : The Sidney Mishkin
Gallery, Baruch College . New York City, September 6October 3, 2002. New York, NY: The Project.

Fabrics

"M10"

"Guernica"
(1937)

Molds

Fibers

Robert
Venturi

"M6"

Collective
Memory

Cardboard

Wire and
Metals

Materials

Cartography
Maps

Recyclables

Wood

"M7"

Picasso

Legacy

Papier-Mache

Collage/Montage

Rituals

Tin Cans

Found
Objects

Sculpture

Mediums

Creatives

Architectural
Concepts

Emmei Gootnick + Coumba Kante + Xiaohan (Elaine) Mou

Natural
Elements
Statues/Busts

Writings

Ruins

Rocks &
Pebbles

Portraits

Painting

"M8"

Material
Truth

Solid

Bark

Leaves

Self-Portraits

Unimaginable

"M2"

Place
Placemaking

Rattenbury, Kester. 2002;2005. This is Not Architecture:
Media Constructions. London: New York: Routledge.
doi:10.4324/9780203994122.

"To the collagist, the
distinguishing feature of
documentary photographs is the
following. They pass into
circulation and are accepted as
unimpeachable evidence of what
is or - just as important - of what
individuals who have not shared
the photographer's viewpoint
suppose must be. Thus,
intervention by the surrealist
collagist brings disruption to
evidence deﬁned within time and
space, which delimit the scope of
the photograph as a reliable
objective document" (152).

Mimicry
of
Nature

Imaginable

Flashbacks

Void
Absence/Loss

Mimesis
Mimetic

Nightmares

Imagery

Confrontation

Movies
Film
Cinema

Typologies

Imagination

"...the constructive process
necessary for their realization
precludes the spontaneity
characteristic of automatic writing
or drawing, are susceptible to
distortion and even degradation
in passing from mental
representation to objective
realization. On the practical level,
this means that the controlling
principle of creative action - from
which completed objects result will focus on the passage from the
world of imaginative projection
into that of physical reality.
Aesthetic concerns are at odds
with that principle" (182).

"Where pictorial collage rewards
surrealists, its results do not cast
the spectator adrift in chaos but
entice him forward into a world
where he must rely on
imagination for guidance that
common sense patently cannot
prevail (143).

The "Home"

Gardens

"Here Everything Is Still
Floating (Hier ist noch
alles in der Schwebe)"
(1920)

"I'm Thinking of
Ending Things"
(2020)

Transportation
Centers

Daydreams

Trauma

Repression

"Let's Phosphoresce by
Intellection #1" (1950)

Max
Ernst

Gustave
Moreau

Surrealism

Interpretation

Consciousness
Dreams

Imprint

"A Grave
Situation"
(1946)

Roberto
Matta

Artists
Creatives
Architects

Artistic
Movements

Rebirth
Experiential

Aﬀect Theory

"Fiery
Landscape"
(1940)

Dada-ism

Death

Five
Senses

Futurism

Expressionism

History

Knowledge

"...subversion achieved through
diversion of materials which no
spectator has diﬃculty tracing to
their origin" (156).

"The decision to make a collage
faces the surrealist with but one
alternative: arrive at a picture that
will stand as an illuminating
image or else admit complete
failure" (141).

"Situating Eidetic
Photomontage in
Contemporary Landscape
Architecture" Blake Belanger
and Ellen Urton

Landscape

Forgetting

"States of Mind: The
Farewells"

Umberto
Boccioni

Patrick Riley + Luis Lopez + Ximeng Luo

Storage

"Hence, surrealists turn to collage
sure of its capacity to articulate a
statement about the nature of
reality inspired by an imaginative
perception of an interrelationship
between its visible aspects which
projects a poetic sense of the real,
unhampered by the prosaically
familiar ordering known to
everyone from experience" (155).

"The diﬃculty comes when we ask
how that ambition is to be
attained on the practical level of
creative action appropriate to the
individual artist's working
method. Because intentionality is
inimical to fruitful investigation of
the surreal, it is in the nature of
surrealism to remain
unpredictable in its results, to lie
signiﬁcantly beyond mental
projection, to stand outside the
range of deliberation" (115).

"Unique Forms of
Continuity in Space"
(1913)

Peter the
Elder Bruegel

"Hunters in the Snow"
(1565)

Discovery

Matthews, J. H. 1986. Languages of Surrealism.
Columbia: University of Missouri Press.

Matthews, J. H. 1986. Languages of Surrealism.
Columbia: University of Missouri Press.

"Hypnerotomachia Poliphili"

Reﬂective

- "In these works, details and
gestures are recontextualised
through dream and memory - the
way the female ﬁgure of
<i>Dawn</i>, by the German
sculptuor Georg Kolbe, in the
Barcelona Pavilion, holding up her
hand to protect her head,
reminds Burgin of a woman
shielding her face in an archive
photograph from the Spanish Civil
War" (70).

"Refers to the physical act
necessary...the gesture of sticking
together a variety of elements
that...would never be found next
to one another in pictures faithful
to objective reality" (139).

"The Conversion of St.
Paul" (1567)

Synechdoche

Metoynymy

Game Engine

Avatar
Quick Time Events

"Maps are the most condensed
humanized spaces of all" (xii).

"Gardens are built on the idea of
contrast: one thing superimposed
on another thing, art on
wilderness. If one allows te
contrast to be strained to its
utmost one can feel clanking
machinery among the ﬁelds as a
picturesque effect...But we are
still enjoying the jostle of contrary
forces and the mind awake by
tensions" (19).

Generative
Architecture

Microtransaction Model

Individuality

Contemplation

Unreal Engine

Game Balance

Engagement
Dialogue

"But to some extent this happens,
and we replace the world with or
ideas of it, gardens being
intermediate enough to make us
think they are nature and not
simply embellishments or
enhancements of it, regions which
unlike paintings let us forget there
is anything beyond" (3).

Activism

Implementation
Guidelines

Concern

Curate

Rigging

Transition

Procedure

Confrontation
Commentary

Explorative
Design

Customization

Lumien

Texture Mapping

Context

Evoke

Narrative

Unity

Virtual
Geometry

Scale

Sequence

History

Transitional Space

"The purity of Moreau's fantasy,
displayed in riotous and obsessive
ﬁgure designs, the same
compositions occurring over and
over, in different sizes, slightly
altered or intact, in overwhelming
quantiﬁes of paintings,
watercolors, and privacy of whose
subjects makes it like walking
around in someone's head and
being shown the secrets" (36).

Nanite
Culture

"Social experience is the collission
of atoms and the mind repeats it"
(40).
"Everything is objectiﬁed to be
ﬁxed in the memory, and the
objects are memory devices,
automatic history as characters
are not. Intense fear of loss or
forgetting makes the ﬁxing itself a
central act...Dreaming the
fantastic is not enough; it must
believed" (77).

LOD
Bit and Color
Revolution

"A map reader's exhilarating
comes from the sensation of not
being tied to Place, of having
broken the bonds of the local"
(126).
"If in our notion of urban space its
most interesting bits are not easy
to get to or fully displayed, if we
see a city as a puzzle or set of
riddles, we will believe ourselves
closer to its heart when lost or
going nowhere in particular. we
want to feel that the city is not
planned or known, that it is
nature not art so that there can
be no question of interpreting
perfectly there" (131).
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Week 1

Intro to “New Natures”
Initial investigations during Week 1 connected personal interests of
Surrealism, memory, and mediums of representation, especially
collage, with advisory group focuses around “new natures”,
acknowledging Wilderness, Gardens, and Urban “Green Spaces”
as the first three. Precedent imagery and textual diagrams include
primary personal and advisory topics and concepts of interest.

INTERLOPER

03

COLLECTIVES JUXTAPOSITIONS

HYBRID
MATERIALITIES

EXQUISITE
CORPSE

ECOSYSTEMS

ICONOGRAPHY

PICTURESQUE

HIERARCHY
04

Week 2

STYLE TRANSFER

Synthetic Ways of Seeing
Workshop One studies the technological tool of artificial intelligence image production, utilizing the networks to experiment and
iterate with style transfer and text-input techniques. Variations on
parameters and image and text inputs led to discourse on authorship,
artistic biases, and image interpretation, success, and value.

05

06

TEXT-INPUT
IMAGE GENERATION

07

TEXT-INPUT
IMAGE GENERATION

08

Week 3
Curing Plant Blindness

OAK BUR

ANATOMICAL FABRICATION

Workshop Three tackles “plant blindness”, the absent perception of
Other Populations in our ecologies and surroundings. Randomized
selection of the #10 “Oak Bur” leaf developed into analysis of the
tree’s primary components: leaf and network, acorn, and burs.
Plant blindness is cured in the proper attention given to other life.

09
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Week 5

Construction of Bat Imaginary World [LEFT]

Species Matter

Little Brown Bat Habitat Diagram [BELOW]

Workshop Four challenged to present a graphic representation of
Other Populations, in contention to architecture’s claim that design
caters to non-human life. Randomized selection of the little brown
bat species led to drawings and diagrams focusing on echolocation,
bat anatomy, and the circle of life to represent this nocturnal animal.

11

12

Week 6: Midterm Presentation

Project Analysis C: Bee Concentrations [LEFT]

Other Populations

Project Futures: Colony Collapse Image [BELOW]

Workshop Five prioritized precedent studies. Elevator B in Silo City,
Buffalo is a micro-scale, student led project protecting bees and cultivating the industrial site to foster a healthy habitat. Representations
emphasize three scales of study and conceptual abstractions, practicing techniques of interest later utilized in Weeks Seven to Eleven.

13
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Project Analysis A: Bee Habitats [ABOVE]
Text-Input Image Generation: Honeybee [RIGHT]
Project Analysis B: Bee Elevator Site [BELOW]

15

16

Concluding Collage: Bees and Capitalism

17
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Weeks 7-11: Final Prep and Presentation
Picture Perfect:
Ephemera, Icons, and Disaster

In connecting the American people to disasters affecting their
national ecosystems and to encourage a biocentric perspective, rep-

resentations can make the power of cultural icons and
disasters tangible and immediate, as they are field conditions

and complex concepts of scales difficult to comprehend.
Icons in the 21st century are valuable as systems of place
and retain potential to connect local people and tourists to new information and perspectives on their own and foreign natures and cultures.
Looking to American national parks as sites of biocentric
cultural iconicity, the technique of collage is employed to combine the working method of artifical intelligence image production with other media to represent each of the curated parks,
including paintings, mappings, and site-specific ephemera.
The abstract, authorless fabrication of an AI image juxtaposed with the legible photography of the constructed recognition
perspective connects the awe-inspiring concept of the “natural” disaster with the tangible reality of its actual and potential destruction,
found at culturally known physicalities.
It is part of architecture’s responsibility to utilize its agency in
demystifying the climate crisis, utilizing potent imagery to
manifest the danger and effects of these disasters in a contributing

effort to protect America’s cultural icons.
Representation therefore holds power in communicating
19

Thesis Publication Image

immediacy and emotional investment to the climate crisis.
20

The abstract, authorless fabrication of
an AI image juxtaposed with the legible
photography of the constructed recognition perspective connects the awe-inspiring concept of the “natural” disaster
with the tangible reality of its actual and
potential destruction, found at culturally
known physicalities.
It is part of architecture’s responsibility to utilize its agency in demystifying the
climate crisis, utilizing potent imagery to
manifest the danger and effects of these
disasters in a contributing effort to protect America’s cultural icons.
Representation therefore holds power
in communicating immediacy and emotional investment to the climate crisis.

21

22

The cultural legibility of national parks is well represented by two
of its best known sites in the Redwood National Forest and Yellowstone National Park, landmarked
by their Redwood trees and Old
Faithful, Bison, and Wild Landscape. The process of image fabrication is phase-oriented, first identifying a repetitious perspective or
photographic focus in social media, as a modern catalogue through
hashtagged or Location-marked recorded experiences. This is termed
as Constructive Recognition, which
MacCannell refers to as “the tourist’s tendency to photograph iconic buildings in the same way as
they’ve seen these buildings photographed in published works and
23
ephemera”.

24

Supported with its ephemeral
postcard, the Redwood experience
emphasizes verticality, angling,
and human to tree scale comparisons as methods of comprehending the spatial and temporal scales
of the forest. The Yellowstone experience prioritizes a curated experience of a First Nature “wilderness”, boardwalked into nodes of
tourism and photography around
hot springs, waterfalls, and bison,
for example.
Phase Two of Formal Logics
utilizes a primary photograph of
each site, sourced from the official National Park website, for perspectival direction, and NPS official postcards for grounding and
orienting compositional logics for
25
the Image Response.

26

In utilizing artificial imagery and collages as a primary working techniques, I
focus on questions of authorship in representation, especially that the three chosen AI networks construct imagery from
a network of image and information databases.
The Artificial Image Collage Responses are therefore responses to AI as a technology and artistic tool, to reintroduce
authorship into AI image with multiple
sources and layerings, bringing the collective to the individual author and vice versa.
This is important and relevant in
the discussion of disasters and climate
change, by using representation to illuminate and encourage citizens to engage
with global issues, in order to find power
in a collective as a response to crisis.
27

28

Authorship is re-introduced by
curating my input phrase selection to prioritize Text with specific connotations, selecting and
interpreting AI outputs by subjective definitions of “success”
around legibility of iterative process and abstraction of nouns,
and collaging AI outputs with
intentions of communicating the
primary experiences of each park.
Image Collage Responses utilize a process of shifting authorship between myself and AI, to
introduce abstraction to legibility,
the fake and the real, and the potent and the recognizability.

29

30

In this way, the work from this
semester serves to move into conversations around these pairings
and methodological overlaps between physical, traditional representations of the actual and the
recreated with digital tools and artificial fabrications. To add to these
pairings, physicality invites and introduces tangible engagement to
these responses.
Moving into next semester, I
will continue to question and focus
on: How do I respond to AI as an
arts practice? How does physical
representation and collage extend
my working method and process?
Overall, I envision that my Output
in May is an exhibition of Representation responses, their processes, and the discourse to which they
31
contribute.
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